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A B S T R A C T

A growing interest in developing autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) has been witnessed during the past
two decades, including COLREGs-compliant navigation to ensure safe autonomy of ASVs operating in complex
waterways. This paper reviews the recent progress in COLREGs-compliant navigation of ASVs from traditional
to learning-based approaches. It features a holistic viewpoint of ASV safe navigation, namely from collision
detection to decision making and then to path replanning. The existing methods in all these three stages are
classified according to various criteria. An in-time overview of the recently-developed learning-based methods
in motion prediction and path replanning is provided, with a discussion on ASV navigation scenarios and tasks
where learning-based methods may be needed. Finally, more general challenges and future directions of ASV
navigation are highlighted.
. Introduction

Research and development of autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs)
ave been conducted in both academia and industry worldwide for
number of years [1–4]. One basic requirement for ASVs is that

hey should be able to navigate autonomously and avoid collisions
ith other ships or obstacles. Furthermore, ASVs should behave and
perate in a manner similar to that of manually operated vessels.
herefore, ASVs should be equipped with intelligent collision avoidance
nd motion planning techniques for their safe operations in dynamic
nd complex waterways.

Research in ASV navigation systems started in the early 2000s [5–
]. All manned ships are required to follow the rules of COLREGs
Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
t Sea) defined by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) [10,
1], so it is imperative to impose COLREGs-compliant behaviours as
n integral element of ASV navigation systems. The COLREGs rules are
ritten for human consumption and are subject to various interpreta-

ions due to their subjective nature. As a result, how to ensure ASVs’
ehaviours in accordance with COLREGs has remained a central topic
n the research of ASV navigation.

In this review, we overview the development on ASV COLREGs-
ompliant navigation from two dimensions: the complexity of ship
ncounter scenarios and the evolution in methodologies, as depicted
n Fig. 1. As to ship encounter scenarios, early research started with
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COLREGs-compliant navigation in simple, 1-1 ship encounter scenar-
ios, later research further considered multi-ship encounter scenarios
even involved with COLREGs non-compliant vessels, and most recent
research targeted at more complex scenarios such as areas of restricted
visibility and busy narrow channels with traffic separation scheme
where good seamanship from experienced mariners is needed. The
progress in ship encounter scenarios is also observed in test and vali-
dation. Most early research was validated only by computer simulation
scenarios. Later on, as lab-scale ASVs were built by some research labs,
carefully designed on-water scenarios were used to test ASV navigation
systems [12–15]. Very recently, quite a few real-ship tests using ASVs
have been conducted at sea directly where real-world marine traffic
scenarios are involved [16–19].

As to the methods for ASV navigation, traditional methods mainly
come from (manned) ship navigation and robotics research. Many risk
assessment and decision making techniques developed for (manned)
ship navigation have been borrowed for ASV navigation. Furthermore,
various robot collision avoidance and real-time motion planning tech-
niques have been adapted for autonomous COLREGs-compliant marine
navigation. However, it is hard to embody good seamanship, the high-
est requirement in COLREGs, in ASV navigation systems developed
using traditional methods. Being COLREGs-compliant does not mean
an ideal evasive behaviour, as the path might be over-conservative or
inattentive to unexpected behaviour from target ships (TSs). Thanks to
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Fig. 1. The technical trend of ASV navigation systems in the past two decades.

the availability of huge amount of automatic identification system (AIS)
data [20] and powerful deep machine learning algorithms especially
deep reinforcement learning (DRL), promising solutions that ensure
ASV navigation not only complies COLREGs rules but also imitates
good seamanship of experienced mariners have been obtained. The
development of both traditional methods and newly emerging learning
based methods are reviewed in this paper.

To limit the scope of this review, we focus on the collision avoid-
ance system (CAS) that enables COLREGs-compliant navigation and
summarise the techniques and methods developed for three different
subsystems of the CAS: risk detection, decision making and motion
planning. Other broad research fields of ASVs such as sensing and
localisation, guidance and control are omitted and instead the reader
is referred to recent comprehensive surveys on the subjects [2,20].

In literature, different terms such as ASVs, unmanned surface ve-
hicles (USVs), autonomous ships/boats/craft are commonly used as
synonyms. Even though slight variations may exist among these terms
for CASs, very little difference exists among these terms. As such, for
simplicity and to keep the discussion generic, we use the terminology,
ASVs in this paper to refer to all the above-mentioned terms.

1.1. Related literature reviews and our contribution

In the past decade, a number of review papers have been published
that summarise research progress in navigation and motion planning of
ASVs. The most relevant review papers are listed below:

• [1] provides the first published review on development of col-
lision avoidance methods to increase autonomy of ASVs. The
review was published more than one decade ago and hence did
not cover recent research progress in ASV navigation.

• [2] reports a comprehensive review of ASV development from
all aspects of guidance, navigation and control. Since only one
section of the entire paper is focused on collision avoidance and
path re-planning techniques, a brief summary and discussion is
provided.

• [21] presents a comprehensive review on ship collision avoidance
techniques of both manned and unmanned ships, with in-depth
comparison and analysis of the pros an cons of different methods.

• [3] provides an in-depth review of traditional collision avoidance
and path planning techniques of ASVs, without a review of the
newly developed learning-based methods.

Next, we will state the intention and contribution of our review paper
and highlight the need of this work compared with the existing review
papers:

• We provide an up-to-date review of ASV navigation techniques.
Not only the traditional methods, but also recent developments in
learning based ASV navigation techniques are also covered, which
is rarely discussed in detail in previous review papers. Particu-

larly, there has been a surge in research interest in developing
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DRL-based collision avoidance and path re-planning methods for
ASVs since the mid-2010s, however, the DRL-based approach for
ASV navigation has not yet been reviewed systematically by any
review papers so far. We would like to provide an in-time review
depicting the research trends of ASV navigation in this paper.

• We provide a comprehensive review of collision avoidance strate-
gies of ASVs, examining technical developments in all three sub-
systems of ASV CASs: risk detection, decision making and motion
planning. With a holistic viewpoint, we could pinpoint and dis-
cuss clearly the challenges and possible solutions for safe naviga-
tion of ASVs in the future.

This review is divided as follows: Section 2 introduces the au-
tonomous navigation systems of ASVs and CORELGs rules; Section 3
provides a comprehensive survey of ASVs models, collision detection,
decision making and path replanning; Section 4 reviews the recently-
developed DRL techniques and the DRL-based ASV navigation. Finally,
in Section 5, the concluding remarks are given.

2. Autonomous navigation systems

In this section, we first briefly introduce the navigation system of
ASVs, then summarise the maritime traffic rules on the sea, i.e., the
COLREGs, and finally discuss the challenges faced by ASVs operating in
the city’s waterways. In this review, we assume that the ASV equipped
with the CAS is the own ship (OS) whilst all other vessels around the
OS are referred to as TSs, unless otherwise stated.

2.1. System architecture

The navigation system of an ASV is decomposed into four functional
modules, perception and localisation, global path planning, collision
avoidance and vessel control, as depicted in Fig. 2. The perception and
localisation system provides situational awareness of the ASV and its
environment, such as the location and motion information of the ASV
and other moving vessels detected by the ASV’s on-board sensors. The
route planner of the ASV plans a global path (route) to the destination
through traversable water areas, which is followed by a CAS whose task
is to re-plan the path locally in case of collision risks with other vessels
in the neighbouring area. A vessel controller adjusts the ASV’s speed
and heading such that the ASV follows the planned path smoothly.

2.1.1. Perception and localisation
Marine craft are usually equipped with a combination of different

sensors including radar, lidar, camera, sonar, GPS and inertial measure-
ment units, to name a few. The measurement from different sensors are
fused together using signal processing and state estimation algorithms,
producing accurate estimate of the OS and TSs’ states such as position,
orientation, speed and heading. Additionally, good understanding of
the surrounding environments is also obtained, such as the relative
location and size of obstacles, the current and tide speeds.

2.1.2. Route planning
Route planning, which is also called global path planning, is to

select a global path from any current position to the destination for
an ASV. By exploiting environmental data such as islands, terrains and
buoys, provided in the map, an optimal and safe route in terms of
short-distance and collision-free from static obstacles is searched. Route
planning has been a long-standing research topic in the research com-
munities of computer science and transportation science and hence is
quite well-studied. Typical strategies include discretisation of the map
first followed by the application of motion planning algorithms to solve
the coined graph search problem [22,23]. A number of classic motion
planning algorithms including Dijkstra’s, Rapidly-exploring Random
Trees (RRT), and A* have been adapted and integrated into various
assistive navigation systems of manned marine vehicles. Without much

modification, these path planning methods can also be adopted in ASVs
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Fig. 2. The navigation, guidance and control system of ASVs.

asily. Since the marine route planning technique is quite mature,
e will not discuss it in detail in the paper and readers who are

nterested in it are referred to the comprehensive survey papers [9,24].
comparison of route planning and path replanning in the CAS will be

overed in Section 3.4 where path replanning methods are reviewed.

.1.3. Collision avoidance
The objective of CASs is to ensure ASVs’ safety at all times despite

ncountering moving vessels or other obstacles in the vicinity. The CAS
s generally composed of three functional modules of risk detection,
ecision making and path replanning. The CAS receives localisation
nd motion information such as the OS and TSs’ position, speed and
eading from the perception and localisation system continuously.
he risk detection module regularly evaluates collision risks with the
urrounding vessels and/or landmass and, if confirmed, will trigger an
larm for subsequent decision making and path replanning modules.
nce a collision risk is deemed to exist, the decision making module
ill determine whether the TS’s behaviour complies with COLREGs

ules and which COLREGs encounter, i.e., ‘‘head-on’’, ‘‘crossing’’ or
‘overtaking’’, should be applied (The COLREGs rules will be sum-

arised in the next subsection). Based on the decision made, the ASV
e-plans its path locally over the existing global route such that the
isk of collision is eliminated. In the next section, each submodule of
he CAS will be discussed in sequence.

.1.4. Vessel control
The path planning and collision avoidance decisions are executed

y the ASV through vessel control systems. Typically, a sequence of
aypoints or a reference trajectory is generated by the global and local
ath planners, and passed to vessel controller. With different control
bjectives, ASV control tasks can be classified into setpoint track-
ng, path following and trajectory tracking. Many nonlinear control
ethods have been employed for ASV control. Due to under-actuated
ynamics of ASV, environment disturbance such as wave and wind,
nd actuator saturation, control of ASVs remains a challenging and
ctive research topic. Since our attention in this review is focused on
ollision avoidance and path replanning strategies, vehicle control is
ot covered. Any reader interested in ASV control methods are referred
o the comprehensive survey in [2,25].

.2. Regulations at sea

The COLREGs were set out in 1972 by the IMO as a set of guidelines
or vessel encounters at sea. It is expected that all vessel operators
omply with these regulations, which outline procedures for determin-
ng right of way and correct avoidance manoeuvres. Without a human
3

operator or crew physically present onboard the vessel, an autonomous
ship must still obey the rules if it is to be lawfully operational at sea.
Otherwise unpredictable or incorrect actions may lead to confusion and
potentially catastrophic collisions amongst other marine traffic. The
regulations are comprised of three main sections:

• General rules (Part A): outline the applicability and responsibili-
ties of the regulations.

• Steering and sailing rules (Part B): consist of two sections, where
Section 1 refers to the conduct of vessels in any visibility condi-
tions and Section 2 regards the conduct of vessels in sight of one
another.

• Lights and shapes (Part C): cover protocols for issuing indicating,
warning or distress signals etc. and safe guidelines for the use of
lighting.

Most early research focused on simple 1-1 ship encounter scenarios
dictated by rules 13–16 in Part B. Later on, researchers have considered
more complex scenarios, such as multi-ship encounter, COLREGs non-
compliant TSs, operation in traffic-heavy area dictated by the traffic
separation scheme (TSS), and in restricted visibility. For these sce-
narios, rules 2(b), 8, 10, 17 and 19 rather than rule 13–16 should
be considered. All the relevant rules are rephrased briefly below. For
easy referring the rules to the textbook such as the textbook [10], the
original COLREGs rule numbers are kept:

• Rule 2(b) - Responsibility: under special circumstances, a depar-
ture from the rules may be made to avoid immediate danger.

• Rule 8 - Actions to avoid collision: actions shall be made in ample
time. If there is sufficient sea-room, alteration of course alone
may be most effective. Reduce speed, stop or reverse if necessary.
Action by a ship is required if there is a risk of collision, and when
the ship has right-of-way.

• Rule 10 - TSS scheme. This rule consists of quite a number of
items and so we omit its details due to space constraint and the
reader is referred to the textbook [10] for more information.

• Rule 13 - Overtaking: any vessel overtaking any other shall keep
out of the way of the vessel being overtaken.

• Rule 14 - Head-on Situation: When two power-driven vessels are
meeting on reciprocal or nearly reciprocal courses so as to involve
risk of collision, each shall alter her course to starboard so that
each shall pass on the port side of the other.

• Rule 15 - Crossing Situation: when two power-driven vessels are
crossing so as to involve risk of collision, the vessel which has
the other on her own starboard side shall keep out of the way
and shall, if the circumstances of the case admit, avoid crossing
ahead of the other vessel.

• Rule 16 - Actions by give-way vessel: every vessel which is
directed to keep clear of another vessel shall, so far as possible,
take early and substantial action to keep well clear.

• Rule 17 - Actions by stand-on vessel: where one of two vessels is
to keep out of the way, the other shall keep her course and speed.
The latter vessel may however take action to avoid collision by
her manoeuvre alone, as soon as it becomes apparent to her
that the vessel required to keep out of the way is not taking
appropriate action in compliance with these rules.

• Rule 19 - Conduct of vessels in restricted visibility: vessel which
detects by radar alone the presence of another vessel shall de-
termine if a close quarters situation is developing and/or risk of
collision exists. If so, she shall take avoiding action in ample time.

3. Collision avoidance and motion planning

Various collision avoidance and motion planning methods have
been developed and applied in ASV navigation systems. In this section,
we will first introduce three ASV models and comment how they are
used for developing ASV navigation systems. Then we classify and
review methods developed in the three stages of ASV navigation system
one by one, namely collision detection, decision making and path
replanning.
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3.1. ASV modelling for motion prediction and planning

ASV motion model is needed when predicting the TS’s motion and
for planning the OS’s path. Since ASVs typically travel in 2D space, the
configuration space of an ASV is 2×, i.e, its position and orientation.

ased on how the constraints and dynamics considered in modelling,
everal motion models have been proposed:

.1.1. Constant-velocity model [26]
This is the simplest model based on the assumption that the ASV

oves with constant velocity. The model is described as follows:

̇ = 𝑣𝑥, �̇� = 𝑣𝑦 (1)

here 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the coordinates of the ASV, and �̇� and �̇� are the speed
f the ASV in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis of the coordinate frame.

.1.2. Planar kinematic model [27]
Adding an additional assumption of constant yaw rate, the constant

elocity model is extended to the planar kinematic model, which is
ritten as follows:

�̇� = 𝑅(𝜓)𝜈 (2)

here 𝜂 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜓] represents position and heading in the earth-fixed
rame, 𝜈 = [𝜈𝑥, 𝜈𝑦, 𝑟] denotes surge and sway relative velocities and
aw rate decomposed in the body-fixed frame, and 𝑅(𝜓) is the rotation
atrix from body-fixed to earth-fixed frame.

.1.3. 3-Dof dynamic model [27]
Unlike the previous two kinematic models, the 3-dof ship model

onsiders the mass and dynamics of vessels. In the model, motion in
he horizontal plane is characterised and roll, pitch and heave motion
re all neglected, which is written as follows:
{

�̇� = 𝑅(𝜓)𝜈 + 𝜈𝑐
𝑀�̇� + 𝐶(𝜈)𝜈 +𝐷(𝜈)𝜈 = 𝜏 + 𝑅(𝜓)𝑇 𝜏𝜔

(3)

here 𝜂 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜓] represents position and heading in the earth-fixed
rame, 𝜈 = [𝜈𝑥, 𝜈𝑦, 𝑟] denotes surge and sway relative velocities and
aw rate decomposed in the body-fixed frame, 𝑀 is the vessel inertia
atrix, 𝐶(⋅) and 𝐷(⋅) model, respectively, Coriolis and damping terms,
(𝜓) is the rotation matrix from body-fixed to earth-fixed frame, the

nput 𝜏 represents the commanded thrust and moments, and 𝜈𝑐 is the
cean current velocity and 𝜏𝜔 is the wind force, both expressed in the
arth-fixed frame.

.1.4. Discussion on model choice
Among the three models introduced above, the constant velocity

odel is widely used in predicting the TS’s trajectory where prior
nowledge of the TS such as the inertial dynamics is usually unavail-
ble. That is, the TS is assumed to keep its speed and heading in
he near future. The planar kinematic model is used for predicting
he TS’s trajectory in some scenarios where the TS is believed to
hange its heading [28,29]. For example, during the head-on scenario,
oth vessels involved are expected to move to their own starboard
ides according to the COLREGs Rule 14. The 3-dof model is typically
sed in ASV controller design where precise dynamics information is
eeded [30,31].

.2. Collision detection

To avoid the risk of immediate collision and late detection of
otential collision, the ASV needs to keep monitoring of TSs in the
urroundings and assess the collision risk continuously. The entire
rocess of collision detection consists of two steps: motion prediction,
nd risk assessment. As depicted in Fig. 4, we classify motion prediction
nto model-based and learning-based methods, and risk assessment into

PA-based and ship domain based methods.

4

.2.1. Motion prediction
The model based methods predict TSs’ motion using ship models

ntroduced in Section 3.1, while the learning based methods do not
se explicit ship models but predict TSs’ motion from the historical
raffic data. Depending on the scenarios investigated, both the simple
onstant-velocity and the planar kinematic models have been adopted
n model-based motion prediction. In [7,15,19], the constant velocity
odel is used for predicting the TS’s trajectory in the near future. The
lanar kinematic model was used where the TS broadcasts its intention
f manoeuvre to the OS [32,33]. The motion of vessels is inevitably
ffected by external disturbance such as the wind and current, and
he measurements from sensors are subject to environmental noises. To
ddress the uncertainty caused by model and measurement noises, state
stimation algorithms such as Kalman filtering were also incorporated
n model-based motion prediction [28,29].

However, if the intention and manoeuvre behaviour of TSs during
lose encounter is not known, the model-based methods may fail to
stimate the TS’s trajectory. This fact constitutes the major motivation
f developing learning-based motion prediction methods. The key to
redict TSs’ motion accurately without a model is the availability of
uge amount of real-world marine traffic data and advance machine
earning techniques. From 2002, AIS has been made compulsory by
he IMO for ships over 300 gross tonnages on international voyages,
argoes over 500 gross tonnages in all water and all passenger vessels.
rom statistics, about 250,000 vessels worldwide had been fitted with
IS by 2012 [34]. The AIS broadcasts AIS data, including ship location,
peed, course, heading, rate of turn, destination and estimated arrival
ime, ship name, ship type, ship size, current time through the very high
requencies transceiver. So far, quite a few open-access AIS data sources
ave been provided online for research, as surveyed in [20]. Machine
earning techniques use the historic AIS data to train a model, and then
he trained model is used to predict TS’s manoeuvre and trajectory
n real-world ship encounter situations. Different machine learning
lgorithms such as neural networks [35], Gaussian process [36,37],
ynamic Bayesian network [38] and hidden Markov model [39] were
roposed for predicting the TS’s motion.

.2.2. Risk assessment
The closest point of approach (CPA) method and its variations have

een widely adopted for evaluating if there is a potential collision
isk in the near future for the ASV with a TS [14,15,19,40–42]. In
he CPA method, based on the assumption that both the OS and TS
aintain their velocities, two quantities called the DCPA and the TCPA

re calculated, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Given that an ASV at
osition A encounters a TS at position C, the DCPA (distance to CPA)
nd TCPA (time to CPA) are formulated as follows:

CPA = 𝛿𝐿𝑂𝑆 sin 𝛼

TCPA =
𝛿𝐿𝑂𝑆 cos 𝛼
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the projected relative velocity vector, 𝛿𝐿𝑂𝑆 is the current
distance between the ASV and target, and 𝛼 is the angle from the vector
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 to the relative orientation from the ASV to the TS.

The CPA-based risk assessment methods compare the TCPA and/or
the DCPA with prescribed thresholds 𝑡min and/or 𝑑min, where 𝑡min and
𝑑min are determined manually based on the vessel types and the envi-
ronment where they are being operated.

A number of CPA-based risk criteria have been proposed. The
simplest one just compared the value of DCPA with a prescribed safe
distance 𝑑min. A risk of collision was deemed to exist if the former is
smaller than the latter [14,29,40]. This criteria becomes unrealistic in
traffic-dense areas where the vessel usually have a very small DCPA
with other vessels travelling reciprocally even from quite long distances
away but the vessel only manoeuvrers to avoid collision with TSs in its
close range. Motivated by that, [19] proposed that a risk criteria should

be composed of both the DCPA and TCPA. In order to consider the effect
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Fig. 3. Evasive behaviour defined by COLREGs rules in three typical encounter
scenarios, where Red ships take an evasive maneuver (give-way) and blue ships
maintain their course and speed (stand-on).
Source: Adapted from [38].

Fig. 4. The classification of collision detection in ASVs.

f uncertainty of motion prediction on collision risk, collision in the
orm of probability instead of in binary form were also presented in [29,
3,44]. Monte Carlo method was employed in [29,43] to calculate the
ollision risk approximately, and a cross entropy method was proposed
n [44] to estimate the probability of collision with low variance.

Beside the CPA, another risk assessment measure called the ship
omain was proposed and have been used by navigators for collision
isk assessment in practice. Compared with the CPA-based method
here a circular safe zone around the OS is considered, the ship domain

ets different safe distances in all directions around the OS. As a result,
he safe region around the OS defined by ship domain is in an irregular
eometric shape rather than a circle. As traditionally used by navigators
itting on manned ships, the ship domain is a subjective concept relying
n experts’ belief about the safe region. Therefore, how to extend the
hip domain based risk assessment method for ASV navigation is still
n open problem. A potential tool to construct the ship domain from
istorical traffic data is machine learning. [45] used neural networks
o learn a representation of ship domain from simulation data. [46]
roposed the concept of probabilistic ship domain and learning it
rom the widely available AIS data using the kernel density estimation
ethod. [47] proposed a rough set based method to extract parameters

hat defined the shapes of ship domain.

.3. Decision making

Once a collision risk is deemed to exist, the decision maker needs
o determine (1) the specific COLREGs rule that should apply to the
ncounter, i.e., head-on, crossing or overtaking as shown in Fig. 3; (2).
f any TS’s behaviour breaks the COLREGs rules. The scene-division
ecision chart drafted by mariners has been widely used in practice for
hoosing COLREGs rules [42,48]. As shown in Fig. 6, the chart divides
he plane into different COLREGs zones based on the relative position
nd bearing of the OS and TS. Given a ship encounter scenario and
eferring to the chart, it is uniquely determined which sector the TS
alls in and which COLREGs rule applies accordingly.

If the uncertainty in sensor measurements and motion prediction
s not considered properly, it might mislead to the wrong COLREGs
ule selection. To overcome such a problem, several artificial intelli-
ence techniques including fuzzy logic, Bayesian inference and neural

etwork have been adopted together with the scene-division decision

5

Fig. 5. The closest point of approach (CPA) for risk assessment.
Source: Adapted from [19].

Fig. 6. The scene-division decision chart for COLREGs rules selection.

chart. Fuzzy logic was used in ASV decision making due to its ability
to describe traffic rules linguistically and to deal with uncertainty [49–
52]. The graphic model Bayesian network was introduced in [53] to
make decision under motion uncertainty and in multi-vessel encounter
situations. Neural networks was proposed to learn correct decision
making from historical marine traffic data in [54], and semi-supervised
deep neural networks was proposed in [55] to learn a classifier for ship
encounter situation classification.

The scene-division decision chart method selects COLREGs rules for
the OS based on the assumption that the TS follows COLREGs rules
correctly. Nonetheless, some TSs’ behaviours may violate the COLREGs
rules sometimes. For example, consider that a TS supposed to be over-
taking an ASV maintains her course and speed and closes dangerously
upon the stern of the ASV. In this case, if the ASV maintains her
course and speed as required by COLREGs rule 13 for ‘‘being overtaken’’
(please refer to Section 2.2 for COLREGs rules), a collision would occur
soon. Actually, the decision maker should supersede the COLREGs rule
13 selected according to the decision chart and instead take an evasion
action immediately to avoid potential collision. Note that both the CPA
and ship domain methods fail to detect TS’s COLREGs non-compliant
behaviours as they cannot distinguish a collision risk due to a TS
following COLREGs rules from the one that is not. To detect COLREGs
non-compliant behaviour, [19] proposed an extended risk assessment
criterion with two levels of risks where the urgent risk meant that the
TS’s behaviour violated COLREGs rules and created urgent risk of colli-
sion. [38] detected the TS’s abnormal behaviours through estimating its
manoeuvring intent and state evolution constantly using a probabilistic
graphical model.
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Table 1
Classification of path replanning methods.
Rule/behaviour based methods [5,7,41]
Hybrid methods A*-variants [17,40,56]; RRT-variants [57,58]
Reactive methods Potential field method [59,60]; VO and its variants [15,48,61–65]
Optimisation-based method Evolutionary algorithms [19,42,66–70]; MPC [30]
DRL approaches [31,71–78]
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3.4. Path replanning

Once a collision risk is detected and a give-way decision is made,
an evasive trajectory should be planned immediately. This process is
achieved by path replanning. Before review different path replanning
techniques, we first explain the difference between path replanning and
(route) planning as below:

(1) route planning considers only static obstacles, but path replan-
ning considers moving vessels or obstacles;

(2) route planning usually is done offline, namely planning before a
navigation task starts, but path replanning must be done online,
that is planning an evasive trajectory on-the-fly once a give-way
decision is made to remove collision risks;

(3) route planning generates a global path from the starting location
to the destination while path replanning only modifies the route
locally and return to the global path generated by route planning
once collision risk is removed;

(4) route planning need not consider COLREGs rules, but path re-
planning need and it must ensure that the OS’s trajectory is both
safe and in accordance with COLREGs rules.

A variety of path replanning techniques with consideration of COL-
EGs rules have been developed for ASVs in recent years, which
re categorised into five classes as shown in Table 1 in this review:
ule and behaviour based methods; hybrid methods; reactive methods;
ptimisation-based methods and DRL-based methods. The former four
ethods are discussed in details below and the DRL base methods are

eft to the next section.

.4.1. Rule/behaviour based methods
Early research on ASV collision avoidance primarily adopted rule

r behaviour based methods to integrate COLREGs rules into path
eplanning. The seminar work [5,7] on COLREGs compliance proposed
behaviour-based local path planner. [41] proposed a manual biasing

cheme that decided waypoints for the line-of-sight (LOS) guidance
aw to follow the rules of the road. Most rule-based methods involved
and-crafted design and focused on simple ship-encounter scenarios,
nd hence were hard to be extended for more complex ship encounter
cenarios.

.4.2. Hybrid methods
Hybrid methods refer to a class of path replanning methods that are

mproved over traditional route planning techniques. The methods im-
roved upon classic route planning in two aspects. Firstly, it was faster
han the original path planning algorithms such that it can be used
or real-time CASs. Secondly, the specification of COLREGs-compliance
as incorporated into path replanning algorithms seamlessly. Some
ybrid methods modified traditional path planning algorithms such as
* and RRT. [40] proposed a R-RA* algorithm that improved over
lassic A* algorithm in that it only repaired the local, proximal path
ach time, thus saving computation time. [57] proposed COLREG-
RT, an RRT-based planner that was capable of identifying long-term,
OLREGS-compliant trajectories with a high navigation success rate.
ome other research added a suitable local path planner on the existing
lobal path planner. The dynamic window algorithm (DWA) proposed
or robot collision avoidance in [79] was used for local path planning,
nd combined with an A*-based global path planner in [58] and the
heta* based global path planner in [56], respectively. In [17], the
uzzy inference algorithm was developed as local planner and then
ombined with an A*-based global planner.
 i
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3.4.3. Reactive methods
Reactive methods refer to a class of fast and reactive path plan-

ning algorithms that avoid collision by constructing repulsive fields
or velocity obstacles around TSs. It includes artificial potential field
(APF) methods, velocity obstacle (VO) methods, etc. APF generates a
repulsive potential field around obstacles and an attractive potential
field around the destination. The force from the potential field guides
the motion of the vessels. The basic APF method can only deal with
static obstacles [80]. To adapt APF for moving TSs and COLREGs-
compliance, [59] introduced parameter adaptation and gain tuning
schemes to the basic APF algorithm. Similarly, [60] added a virtual
forces to APF to count for COLREGs rules for the OS.

VO was developed by researchers to solve real-time path planning
for robotics in [81,82]. As to VO-based ASV navigation, COLREGs-
compliance is enforced by integrating the forbidden zone into VO
directly. The first-ever VO-based COLREGs-compliant ASV navigation
system was tested successfully by on-water experiments [15]. Since
then, VO methods have attracted the attention of many researchers. A
number of VO-variant methods have been proposed and adapted for
COLREGs-compliant navigation [48,61–65]. To relax the assumption
of linear constant-speed motion of both the TS and OS, the non-
linear velocity obstacle (NLVO) method was adopted in [62] for ASV
path replanning, and adaptive RO method that took into consider-
ation the kinematic and dynamic constraints of ASVs was proposed
in [61]. To take account of uncertainty in motion prediction, the
probabilistic velocity obstacle (PVO) method was introduced for ASV
path replanning in [64]. To consider the possible interaction between
TSs and the OS, optimal reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO) method
was introduced in [83] for cooperative ASV navigation. Furthermore,
proactive strategies was incorporated into RVO such that cooperative
behaviours between TSs and OSs were encouraged in [63]. [65] pro-
posed a path planner that combined VO and RRT algorithms to generate
safe trajectories for ASVs while following COLREGs rules.

3.4.4. Optimisation-based methods
ASV path replanning can be formulated as an optimisation problem

as follows:

min
𝑢

𝐽 (𝑥𝑂𝑆 , 𝑥𝑇𝑆 ) (4)

s.t.: 𝑔𝑠 ≤ 0 (5)

𝑔𝑟 ≤ 0 (6)

𝑥𝑂𝑆 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑂𝑆 (𝑘), 𝑢(𝑘), 𝑘) (7)

𝑥(𝑘) ∈  , 𝑥(0) = 𝑥0 (8)

here the objective function to be optimised 𝐽 is a function of the
tates of both the OS (𝑥𝑂𝑆 ) and TSs (𝑥𝑇𝑆 ). It can be a scalar or a vector
unction depending on the tasks and scenarios. For example, the object
o be optimised can be the length of path, or both the length of path
nd the time to travel. In the former situation, it is a single-objective
ptimisation problem while in the latter situation, it becomes a multi-
bjective optimisation one. The collision avoidance requirement and
OLREGEs rules are naturally formulated as constraints in terms of
athematical inequalities in (5) and (6), respectively. The dynamic

onstraint in (7) reflects the dynamics of ASV and it could be an
ptional choice. If the dynamic constraint (7) is considered then the
ptimisation problem becomes a dynamic optimisation one; otherwise

t is a static optimisation problem. The last constraint (8) describes the
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kinodynamic constraints of the ASV such as speed limit and maximum
turning rate.

Since the objective function for ASV path replanning is usually
nonlinear and nonconvex, it is usually intractable to solve the optimi-
sation problem analytically. The heuristic method called evolutionary
algorithms have been borrowed to address ASV path replanning since
they can solve complex static optimisation problems quite fast. With
consideration of only a single optimisation objective, colony opti-
misation algorithm was adopted in [67], evolutionary programming
in [69], and differential evolution in [70] to generate near-optimal
COLREGs-compliant paths for ASVs. When multiple optimisation ob-
jectives were considered, [68] combined PID control law with a bench-
mark multi-objective optimisation algorithm NSGA II to control the
ASV, and [19,42] proposed a hierarchical optimisation strategies in-
corporated into multi-objective particle swarm optimisation algorithm
to prioritise safety over other objective functions. Similarly the lex-
icographic optimisation algorithm was adopted in [66] to optimise
competing objectives hierarchically.

The model predictive control (MPC) method has been widely used
to solve optimal planning and control problems for dynamic systems.
Not until very recently the MPC has been introduced for ASV path
replanning probably due to the relative high computation burden in
MPC methods. To reduce computation burden, [30] tried to discretise
the control input (course and speed changes) to a limited candidate
values, which sped up the MPC for application in ASV real-time colli-
sion avoidance. Furthermore, the proposed MPC based path replanning
method was tested successfully through on-water experiments [18,
84]. In addition, distributed nonlinear MPC was introduced to handle
multi-vessel cooperative path replanning in [85,86].

4. Deep reinforcement learning approach for safe navigation

The field of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has seen rapid
development over the last few years, as evidenced by many impressive
achievements such as playing chess, playing video games and robot
control at a superhuman level [87–89]. Motivated by that, researchers
have introduced DRL techniques for ASV collision avoidance and path
replanning. Different from traditional path replanning methods, DRL
methods are generally model-free and they learn an end-to-end policy
from observations to actions through the principle of trial and error.

4.1. Deep reinforcement learning

This section gives a brief overview of the concepts of DRL required
in the review. The purpose is not to give a complete detail of the
concepts and hence the descriptions are short. However, references to
the resources are provided when deemed necessary.

In reinforcement learning, the task is generally formulated as a
Markov decision process (MDP), defined as a tuple ⟨ ,,, , 𝛾⟩ [90].
Here  is the state space,  is the action space,  is the reward
space, 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor, (𝑠′|𝑠, 𝑎) defines the transition
robability distribution of the next new state 𝑠′ when taking action
at state 𝑠 where 𝑠, 𝑠′ ∈  , 𝑎 ∈ , and 𝑅𝑡+1(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡) denotes the

instantaneous reward obtained by taking action 𝑎𝑡 at the state 𝑠𝑡. Just
o note, Cost instead of reward is often used in some control literature
here maximisation in reinforcement learning setup is changed to
inimisation instead.

Considering ASV path replanning as a MDP, the ASV takes an action
𝑡 (speed and heading changes, acceleration commands) at the state
𝑡 (location, speed and heading at time instant 𝑡), transits to the next
tate 𝑠𝑡+1 following the transition dynamics (𝑠𝑡+1|𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡), and receives

a reward 𝑅𝑡+1(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡). The aim of reinforcement learning algorithms is
to learn a good policy that maximises the expected discount return in
ASV path replanning. The discount return is defined as follows:

𝐺 = 𝑅 + 𝛾𝑅 +⋯ + 𝛾𝑁𝑅
𝑡 𝑡 𝑡+1 𝑡+𝑁
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where 𝑁 is the number of steps in an episode. If a stochastic policy
(𝑎|𝑠) is learnt, then the action will be sampled from the stochastic

policy, that is 𝑎 ∼ 𝜋(𝑎|𝑠) for a given state 𝑠; if a deterministic policy
(𝑠) is learnt, then actions will be selected deterministically for a given
tate 𝑠. Two important concept called value function 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) and state–

action value function 𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) in reinforcement learning are introduced
as below:

𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) = E𝜋 [𝐺𝑡|𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠]
𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = E𝜋 [𝐺𝑡|𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎]

here the difference between 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) and 𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) lies in that the former
ne considers the expected return when starting with state 𝑠 and
ollowing the policy 𝜋 all the time, and the latter one considers the
xpected return when starting with taking action 𝑎 at state 𝑠 and then
ollowing the policy 𝜋 thereafter.

Furthermore, the optimal state value function and state–action
alue function and the optimal policy are defined as follows:

𝑉 ∗(𝑠) = max
𝜋
𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠)

∗(𝑠, 𝑎) = max
𝜋
𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎)

𝜋∗(𝑎|𝑠) = argmax
𝑎

𝑄∗(𝑠, 𝑎)

he great successes of deep neural networks in machine learning have
dvanced a new reinforcement learning paradigm DRL, where deep
eural networks are employed as powerful nonlinear approximators
f the optimal value and policy functions. Recently, the research on
RL have soared and a number of DRL algorithms have been invented.

t is impossible to review all DRL algorithms in this subsection, so
e will only briefly list the most influential DRL algorithms that are
idely adapted for ASV path replanning. So far, all the developed DRL
lgorithms can be classified into three classes:

• Value-based methods: This kind methods estimate the optimal
values of all different states, then derive the optimal policy using
the estimated values. Widely used value-based methods include
DQN [87] and other DQN-variants such as Double DQN [91],
Dueling DQN [92], Rainbow [93].

• Policy-based methods: This kind of methods optimise the policy
directly without maintaining the value functions. The most pop-
ular policy-based methods include A3C/A2C [94], PPO [95] and
TRPO [96].

• Actor–critic methods: This kind of methods can be viewed as
a combination of the above two methods. They maintain an
explicit representation of both the policy (the actor) and the
value estimates (the critic). Typical actor–critic methods include
DDPG [97], TD3 [98] and SAC [99].

he implementation of all the above-mentioned algorithms are pro-
ided in the open-access library OpenAI Baselines [100] and an im-
roved implementation based on OpenAI Baselines called Stable Lines
101], which can be easily adapted for DRL applications.

.2. Deep reinforcement learning methods for ASV navigation

We summarise the developments of various DRL based ASV path
eplanning methods from three aspects: simulation and test environ-
ents, DRL based ASV navigation methods, and reward functions.

.2.1. Simulation and test environments
Even though DRL is a model-free method, we still need an accurate

odel to generate simulation data for training. As to ASV navigation
asks, both the ASV dynamics and ocean environment make up of
he environment. The training environment should be diverse enough
uch that the learnt policy could be generalised to other unseen com-
lex environments [74]. Typically, the ASV simulator was built by
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the researchers using the 3-DOF ship model (3), as used in [31,72–
74,77,78]. [102] published an open-access ASV simulation framework
using the Python library and OpenAI Gym. Some other researchers use
real-world data rather than simulation data for training. [103] used
pre-recorded vessel trajectory dataset and [104] used the real AIS data
as training data. As to test, most research still relied on computer
simulation, except [72,105] used real ASVs deployed with the learnt
DRL algorithms for experimental tests.

4.2.2. DRL based ASV navigation methods
So far, all three different kinds of DRL algorithms mentioned in

Section 4.1 have been adapted for ASV path replanning. The standard
DQN algorithm was adapted in [72,106], and two value-based DRL
algorithms DQN and double DQN were tailored in [71,105] for ASV
path planning and collision avoidance. [73] used the PPO algorithm
to learn multi-ship collision avoidance method. Similarly, [74] applied
PPO algorithm to learn avoid collision policy with both static and dy-
namic obstacles when following a given global path. Furthermore, [75]
used the PPO algorithm from [74] and hand-crafted a reward function
that encourages the ASV to comply with the COLREGs rules. [77]
combined long short term memory (LSTM) with PPO algorithms to bet-
ter retrieve temporal information such as waypoint sequences in ASV
navigation. [78,104] proposed different modified DDPG algorithms to
learn path replanning policy for collision avoidance. [31] added a soft
actor–critic (SAC) algorithm that account for both model uncertainty
and collision avoidance on a model-based controller. [103] proposed
an inverse reinforcement learning algorithm to learn intelligent nav-
igation behaviours from demonstration of real-world trajectories of
manually-operated ships.

4.2.3. Reward functions
Since reinforcement learning algorithms learn an optimal policy that

maximises the expected accumulated reward, reward function plays
an important role in algorithm design of reinforcement learning. An
appropriate reward function should exploit the domain knowledge of
problems of concern. As to collision avoidance and path replanning,
a basic idea is to construct a reward function as a combination of two
parts: the reward of path following and that of collision avoidance [71–
75]. The former one encourages the ASV to follow the planned path and
the latter one penalises collision with other TSs. However, it is quite
challenging to fine tune the weighting factor between the two reward
terms and, in practice, it is usually obtained by trial and error [71]. One
common issue with the reward function is sparsity, that is a reward
can be obtained only at each episode’s termination such as at the
moment an ASV colliding with other vessels. Sparsity induces a very
limited amount of feedback signals from the simulation and usually
results in slow or non-convergent training in environments with long
time horizons or challenging exploration. To address it, one needs to
design the reward function manually or using reward shaping tech-
niques. [107] compared different DRL algorithms for ASV navigation
tasks and found that the reward function had important impact on
learning performance and using reward shaping DRL algorithms with
better performance were obtained. In addition, [103] circumvented
manual design of reward function by learning it using an inverse
reinforcement learning approach where the reward function was learnt
from a dataset of prerecorded vessel trajectories using a kernel density
estimation scheme.

4.2.4. DRL vs traditional path replanning methods
We compare DRL based and traditional path replanning methods

and list their pros and cons as follows:

• The DRL based methods learn an end-to-end policy that maps
from the perception to action directly for ASV navigation, without
a need of collision detection and decision making modules as in
traditional ASV CASs;

• The DRL based methods embody high-level intelligence such that

the ASV’s behaviour is not only COLREG-compliant but also of
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good seamanship. Since there are quite a number of COLREGs
rules in total, it takes great effort to accommodate all COLREGs
rule in decision making and path replanning modules of tradi-
tional ASV CASs, not to mention good seamanship. However,
the DRL based method learn COLREGs-compliant behaviours and
good seamanship directly from training data of ship encounters
in various environments;

• Compared with traditional path replanning methods, the DRL
based navigation techniques still lack of explainability and trans-
parency. As a result, it is hard to provide a safe guarantee for
DRL based navigation (at least by now), even though its perfor-
mance could be quite good during test experiments. In addition,
compared with traditional path replanning methods, it is much
harder to tune the hyper-parameters in DRL algorithms.

5. Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we have reviewed recent advances on COLREGs-
compliant navigation for ASVs in complex and dynamic environments.
The three interconnected modules of ASV CASs (i.e., collision detection,
decision making and path replanning) have been reviewed one by one.
Both traditional methods and learning based methods are covered. We
have analysed the motivation for developing learning based method,
discussed the advantages/disadvantages of each methods and provided
overviews on the corresponding research results. Based on the literature
review, some related topics for the future research work are provided
as follows:

• Public simulation benchmarks for test: So far, numerous ASV path
replanning algorithms have been proposed, however, performance
comparison of different algorithms are still rare. Simulation sce-
narios for test were usually designed by researchers in an ad
hoc manner. To conduct transparent and fair comparison among
algorithms, a public simulation benchmark that consists of a
variety of typical ship encounter scenarios is desirable. With such
a benchmark, the effectiveness of each newly-proposed algorithm
can be justified easily by researchers.

• Provable safety guarantees: The effectiveness of path replanning
algorithms were usually validated by simulation or real-world
experiments at sea. However, in either approach, only a limited
number of ship encounter scenarios can be tested, which leave
a gap for real world application where safe navigation in all
possible ship encounter scenarios are needed. As a result, it is an
important yet challenging research topic to provide a provable
safety guarantees for an ASV replanning algorithm.

• Integration of traditional and learning methods: As summarised in
the paper, both the traditional and learning methods has been
investigated for ASV path replanning. As each method has its own
merit and cannot be substituted by the other one, it is a promising
research direction that integrates the two methods seamlessly
in ASV CASs, such that the powers of both methods are best
exploited.

• ASV navigation on urban waterways: So far, almost all research
on ASV navigation has focused to ocean environment. However,
a demand of ASVs used for transporting people and delivering
goods through the inland waterways such as canal, river and
lakes is emerging [108,109]. Different from the sea and ocean,
the urban waterways provide a much narrow, busy environment
where COLREGs rules do not apply. How to extend existing
research on safe navigation of ASVs at sea to that in the urban
waterway is still an rarely-investigated area, except some very re-
cent results [66,103,110–114], which could be another promising
research direction in the future.
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